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 Abstract. This paper describes hypocoristic forms of personal names in
 Hausa. There are seven different hypocoristic types, some of which can be
 combined with one another. Six types employ segmental suffixes and one type
 is formed by partial reduplication. Some of the types display an overall tonal
 melody; others simply add a tonally fixed affix to a basic name with its inher-
 ent tone. The hypocoristic types differ both in their affective/emotive connota-
 tions and in who uses them.
 1. Introduction. Hypocoristic (henceforth HC) formation involves modifica-
 tion in a given name, by affixation or reduplication, in order to indicate attitu-
 dinal information about the affection of the speaker toward the person referred
 to. HC forms are referred to variously as pet names, fondling endings, terms of
 endearment, diminutives, effeminate diminutives, and familiarity markers.
 Sometimes, the HC form portrays both the affection of the speaker and the
 diminutive nature of the referent. For example, Saaleele, the HC form of the
 Hausa name Saal, connotes 'my dear little Sale'. The phenomenon is very
 similar to the suffixation in English of -y or -ie to names in order to express
 affection toward or the smallness of the person or thing referred to, e.g. Bob ->
 Bobby, dad -> daddy, dog -- doggie, etc. The register in which HC forms fall
 has often been described as "baby talk" (e.g., Ferguson 1977; Bynon 1977).
 Although this may be true to some extent, it is important to keep in mind that
 hypocoristics and baby talk refer to related, and not identical, phenomena.
 The existence of hypocoristics has long been recognized in a wide range of
 languages, whether the phenomenon has been systematically studied or not.
 Languages in which it has been reported include English (e.g., Jespersen 1923;
 Quirk et al. 1985; Baron 1986); European languages such as Russian, Latvian,
 and Dutch (Fokker 1960; Rule-Draviia 1977; Wierzbicka 1992); various Far-
 Eastern languages such as Japanese and Korean (Poser 1984; Lee 1992); and
 even Elamite, an ancient language of the Near East (Zadok 1983). Somehow,
 HC formation seems to have escaped the attention of Africanists.
 In Hausa, one of the best-investigated African languages, personal names
 have been studied by numerous scholars over a long period of time (Abraham
 1941; Kirk-Greene 1964; A. B. Yusuf 1973, 1979; H. A. Yusuf 1977; Ryan 1981;
 Daba 1987). In spite of this, HC formation in the language has been totally
 neglected. The purpose of this paper is to rectify the omission by providing a
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 basic description of hypocoristics in Hausa. It is, as far as we are aware, the
 first attempt to identify, describe, and analyze the phenomenon in this lan-
 guage. The main focus of the paper will be on the formation of HC names, but
 we will provide some brief comments on semantic/pragmatic characteristics,
 an area that requires a full study of its own.
 2. Overview of Hausa hypocoristics. A selection of examples illustrating
 HC forms in Hausa is given in (1), where m indicates a masculine name and f
 a feminine name.2
 (1) Hausa names and their hypocoristic variants
 TYPE REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 A Yaarb m Yarooro m Binti f Bintuutu f
 B Gafba m Gaibaatii m Yalwa m/f Yalwaatii f
 c Sandi m Sandaloo m Habiibi f Habiibaloo f
 D Yaa'i m Yaa'ulle m Hajiyaa f Hajiyalle f
 E Baawa m Baawale m Uwa f Uwhale f
 F Biaba m BabhBndi m
 G Kabii m Kabiiiuwaa m Hinnatu f Hannatiiwaa f
 Items A-G represent different formation types. Before turning to them individ-
 ually, a few essential points need to be made about Hausa hypocoristics in
 general.
 First, HC forms in Hausa occur exclusively with proper names (although
 the names themselves may be derived from kinship terms or common nouns).
 Unlike many other languages, in which HC forms commonly relate to more
 general diminutive formatives that can also be used with kin terms, animal
 names, and such,3 in Hausa, HC forms are restricted to people's names.
 Second, the names that have corresponding HC forms-and not all do-run
 the gamut of Hausa names and do not belong to any specific type. There are
 Islamic/Old Testament names (e.g., H&nnatu 'Hannah'); names derived from
 kin terms (e.g., Uwa < uwaa 'mother'); day names (e.g., Jummai < Jumma'&a
 'Friday'); and names reflecting titles (e.g., Hajiyaa 'a woman who has made the
 pilgrimage to Mecca').
 Third, in cases where the normal name is epicene, the HC variant is in-
 variably restricted to one gender or the other, e.g., Yzlwa male or female name,
 but YTlwaatii [HC] female only; K&aka male or female name, but K&akale
 [HC] male only.
 Fourth, HC forms of names are mainly used by adults or older children in
 addressing or sometimes referring to younger children. That is to say, the
 usage is unidirectional, operating vertically in a descending order from parents
 or other adults to children, and never in an ascending order like the English
 daddy and mommy, which children use to address their parents. The hypoco-
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 ristic forms B&abale and lycale (cf. Bdaba and ly&, the normal address terms
 for father and mother, respectively) should not mislead us here, because these
 names are used in accordance with Hausa cultural rules of name avoidance.
 Since one normally does not use the names of one's (or one's spouse's) parents,
 uncles, and other senior relatives, a child who is named after such a relative
 cannot be addressed by that name. A child given the name of one's father, e.g.,
 Bello, could thus not be addressed as Bello, but rather would be called by an
 alternative designation such as B&aba 'father' or a hypocoristic variant of that
 name. Thus, the HC kinship names are not baby talk terms for parents, but
 rather are HC names for children.
 The hypocoristics can also be used horizontally between children. In addi-
 tion, a person who grows up bearing an HC name may find that the name
 sticks throughout his or her lifetime, i.e., the name continues to be used even
 when the person is no longer a young child.4 When these forms are used in an
 adult-to-child situation, they express warmth, affection, etc. When in a child-
 to-child setting, on the other hand, the HC forms may constitute an unmarked
 term of address or reference without necessarily carrying the affective connota-
 tions. When used in an adult-to-adult context, as is possible, they tend to have
 a humorous, playful, or disparaging effect (cf. Ferguson 1977:234), unless the
 name has become fixed as the neutral name for that person.
 Fifth, Hausa names, like those in English and Russian, commonly have
 shortened variants, and, as in these other languages, the Hausa HC forms are
 most often built on the short names. For example, the HC form Miiddeede
 derives from Mfsdde, the short form of Mustaphaa, while Aa'iloo and Shatti-
 waa derive from Aa'i and Shat&, respectively, both being short forms of Aa'ish-
 aatd.
 3. Types of HC forms in Hausa. Hausa differs from many other languages
 in the large number of different morphological formations it makes use of when
 creating different types of HC names. Not only are different types used for
 different names, but some names allow a number of alternative HC forms. We
 will now describe the various HC formation types. In each case, the examples
 presented represent the full list of names that we have found so far using the
 formation in question (see Appendix).
 3.1. Type A: suffixal reduplication. This type, shown in (2) below, is de-
 rived by partial reduplication operating on the final syllable. In the HC form,
 the resultant penultimate vowel is invariably long and the final vowel is short,
 regardless of the length of the non-HC name.5 Disyllabic words with a heavy
 first syllable, either CVV or CVC, exhibit a regular LHH tone pattern, e.g.,
 Ydarooro, Bintuutu.6 Words with more than two syllables also manifest the
 regular LH melody, e.g., Ummaruuru. Disyllabic words with a light first sylla-
 ble behave tonally in a different manner. Although the sample is too small to
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 generalize confidently-there are only three such forms (Bdlaa, Inuu, and
 Kulu)--it appears that these words add the reduplicative syllable with a set H
 tone, but preserve the lexical tone rather than having it overridden by the LH
 melody. The other irregularity in this reduplicative pattern concerns the final
 vowel: there are no HC forms with final -aaCa. The few names with final -a(a)
 replace the vowel with -e before undergoing the reduplicative process, e.g.,
 Balaa - Baleele, not *B&laala. The alternative HC form Audoodo (= Auduu-
 du), which comes from Audu, is a totally unexpected irregularity.
 (2) Type A: suffixal reduplication
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 Alhaji m Alhajiiji m Iyaale f Iyaaleele f
 Aamadiu m Aamaduudu m Kuliu f Kuliulu f
 Audi m Auduudu m Laadi f Laadiidi f
 Audi m Audoodo m Maatii m Maatiiti m
 Bilaa m Baleele m Miudde m Muiddeede m
 Bellb m Belloolo m Saale m Saaleele m
 Bintiu f Bintuutu f Jbaalk~ m Ubialeele m
 Iilh m lileele m iJmmakatii f Jmmakatiiti f
 Indoo f Indoodo f Ummafu m Ijmmuui'u m
 Inuu m Inuunu m Yaarb m Yaarooro m
 This HC type is used primarily by females in talking to children, i.e., it fits
 in with the concept of "baby talk." It expresses what Wierzbicka (1992:246),
 describing similar forms in Russian, calls a feeling associated with the world of
 children, i.e., a miniature version of things in the adult world. Hausa HC
 names of this form express a mixture of tenderness, playfulness, and endear-
 ment, all of which are associated with small children. An adult entering this
 world and attempting to interact with its inhabitants feels a mixture of these
 playful and endearing feelings. When adults use the forms with each other, the
 names carry childish, playful, and nonserious connotations.
 3.2. Type B: suffix -(aa)tii. The B type, in (3) below, is characterized by a
 suffix -(aa)tii and a regular LHH tone melody. (Since all of the words taking
 this suffix already end in -a, it is impossible to know whether the suffix should
 be analyzed as -tii, with prosodic lengthening of the penultimate vowel, or
 whether one has a fixed -aatii suffix.) All of the words employing this suffix
 are disyllabic and have a heavy first syllable; the resultant HC forms have
 three consecutive heavy syllables. An indication that this formation belongs to
 the realm of "expressive" language is the non-palatalization of the t. In normal
 derivation and inflection, t automatically palatalizes to J (orthographic c) when
 followed by a front vowel i or e. However, in this HC suffix, as is the case with
 certain diminutives and other ideophonic adjectives, the t remains as is.
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 (3) Type B: suffix -(aa)tii
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 Abba m Abbaatii m Ummi f U mmaatii f
 Baaba m Baabaatii m Yalwa m/f Yalwaatii f
 Gafba m Gaibaatii m
 This hypocoristic type expresses affection, endearment, warmth, and a
 positive attitude toward the person referred to. The diminutive aspect is mini-
 mal in this case, being relegated to the background. The forms are used pri-
 marily by men with children.7
 3.3. Type C: suffix -aloo ( - -alaa). The basic HC suffix employed in type
 C, given in (4), is -aloo with an all-H tone melody. (Aa'iloo is slightly irregular
 in preserving the final root vowel in place of the a of the suffix.) We can offer
 no explanation about why the suffix appears sometimes with final -aa, rather
 than -oo, and particularly why Jummalaa has HLH tone rather than the all-H
 pattern. The examples Mammadoo and Mammadaa illustrate a phenomenon
 commonly found in Hausa in which a root final consonant serves in place of a
 suffixal consonant, i.e., the suffix is sufficiently represented by the vowels and
 the tone. The form Mammaloo (rather than *Mammanaloo or *Mammanoo) is
 interesting in that it fits in with the notion that syllable-final nasals in Hausa
 tend to be weakened elements that are attached to the nucleus, rather than
 behaving like bona fide consonantal codas (see Newman 1992).
 (4) Type C: suffix -aloo ( ~ -alaa)
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 Aa'i f Aa'iloo f Kande f Kandalaa f
 Binta f Bintaloo f Mamman m Mammaloo m
 Habiiba f Habiibaloo f Sanda m Sandaloo m
 Jummai f Jummaloo f Mammadi m Mammadoo m
 Jummai f Jummilaa f Mammadi m Mammadaa m
 This HC type is unusual in its usage. Unlike all the other HC formations,
 which are primarily used by adults and older children in addressing or refer-
 ring to younger children, this type is used mostly by small children (especially
 girls) among themselves. With the exception of Sandaloo and Mammaloo (and
 the equivalent names Mammadoo and Mammadaa), all of the HC names of
 this type are female names. When used, the suffix has a playful, affectionate,
 sometimes teasing quality. It reflects the bond that exists among young girls
 and their friends. As is probably true in many cultures of the world, such
 bonds of affection are less common and less overt among boys than among
 girls.
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 3.4. Type D: suffix -lle. This type, given in (5), employs a high tone suffix
 -lle that is tonally nonintegrating, i.e., the suffix has its own specific tone
 while the stems preserve their lexical tone. The suffix in Alilli is slightly irreg-
 ular in undergoing assimilation to the previous vowel. The surface form of the
 example Kabille is probably due to assimilation and simplification of the abut-
 ting sequences of i followed by 1.
 (5) Type D: suffix -lle
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 Mli m Alilli m Kaawi/Kiawu m Kiawulle m
 Baaba m Baaballe m Yaa'i m Yaa'ulle m
 Hajiyaa f Hajiyalle f Kabi? m Kabille m
 Type D forms connote diminutiveness, affection, warmth, respect, and the
 idea of being cherished. It emphasizes a degree of familiarity and closeness
 that is not normally shown to strangers or nonfamily members. These are the
 forms that could best be translated as 'my dear little X'. They are used primari-
 ly by women.
 3.5. Type E: suffix -(a) le. Tonally, this type, shown in (6) below, is the least
 regular HC form. All of the forms use the same -(a)le suffix, but there is no
 predictability, as far as we can determine, regarding the tone of the HC form.
 The length of the penultimate vowel seems to be determined by rhythmic
 length polarity, i.e., if the initial vowel is short, the penult is long; whereas if
 the initial syllable is long, the penult is short (cf. Uw&ale vs. Kiakali). Given
 the pervasive influence of syllable weight in Hausa, one would, however, have
 expected Baff&ale and Abb&ale to occur with a penultimate short a, which they
 do not.8
 (6) Type E: suffix -(a)le
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 Abbi m Abbaale m Gambo m/f Gambale m
 Mli m Aleele m Iya f Iyaale f
 Baaba m Baabal m Kaaka m/f Kaakale m
 Baffa m Baffaale m Uibaa m Jbaale m
 Baawa m Baawale m Uwa f Uwaale f
 Semantically, this type has the same connotations as type D, with which it
 is morphologically clearly related, the difference being that this type is used
 primarily by men. Note that many of these names (e.g., Abbd, B&aba, Ubaa
 'father'; ly&, Uwa 'mother') are derived from kinship terms, which would be
 used by a man to avoid using the real personal names of senior relatives.
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 3.6. Type F: suffix -ndi. This small class, which is also used primarily by
 men, is semantically essentially the same as type E. There is no way to know
 from the few examples whether the difference in tone between the LLH and
 HHH forms is due to the weight of the initial syllable or to the lexical tone of
 the basic name.
 (7) Type F: suffix -ndi
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 Baaba m Baabandi m Lawan m Lawandim
 Kaaka m/f Kaakandi m
 3.7. Type G: suffix -uwaa. The ending -iwaa is a tonally nonintegrating
 suffix with inherent LH tone.9 The pair of forms built on names ending in LH
 tone are aberrant in two respects. First, the tone of the suffix is HL, rather
 than LH; second, the final vowel is short, rather than long (cf. Kydlluwi vs.
 Duuduzwaa). Examples are given in (8).
 (8) Type G: suffix -uwaa
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT
 Audoodo m Audoodiwaa m Kuli f Kuliwaa f
 Binti f Bintiwaa f Kuliuulu f Kuliuluwa f
 Bintuutu f Bintuutiwaa f Kyallu f KyMlluwa f
 Duudii f Duudiwaa f Sa'aadati f Sa'aadatuiwaa f
 Hadiizatiu f Hidiizatiwaa f Shati f Shatiuwaa f
 Hiinnatiu f Hinnatuiwaa f Talaatiu f Talaatiuwaa f
 Hansatiu f Hansatiuwaa f Tatiu f Tatuwaa f
 Kabi? m Kibiiuiiwaa m Ummaiuu~u m Ummafuuifiwaa m
 Unlike the other HC types, this formative can be identified with another
 suffix that functions productively in the language, namely, the feminative
 ending, e.g., b&kanoo/b&kanztwaa 'a Kano man/Kano woman'; dikuukh~u/
 dskuukswaa 'glum, hesitant m/f'. The development of this HC type is undoub-
 tedly related to the phenomenon described as "overt characterization" (New-
 man 1979). As is well known (see, e.g., Parsons 1963), Hausa has a feminative
 suffix -(u)waa (= -(i)yaa) that serves to form feminine nouns and adjectives
 from corresponding masculine forms. Historically, Hausa underwent a process
 of overt characterization whereby the feminine suffix was added to nouns that
 were already feminine, but not overtly marked as such, e.g., *yeekho [+f] > yeek-
 zuwaa 'proclamation'. Since almost all feminine nouns in Hausa now end in the
 vowel -a, feminine names such as Duudft or H&nsatf could be said to be inade-
 quately characterized. Thus, it is only natural that the -uwaa suffix used with
 common nouns should be employed with personal names to add a femi-
 nine/attractive quality to them.
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 This HC construction is used primarily by women and, in keeping with the
 origin of the suffix, most of the names are feminine. Mothers, aunts, and espe-
 cially grandmothers use these forms to address their young toddlers and girls,
 because doing so makes the names sound more affectionately feminine. Cer-
 tainly, the difference between Hansatu and H&nsatuwaa is that the former
 sounds less feminine (and less affectionate) than the latter. It is not entirely
 clear what connotations these HC forms have in the few cases where the femi-
 nine-like suffix is used with masculine names. The use of an HC name such as
 KabiiiF'rwaa by a grandmother would probably be affectionate, and not dispar-
 aging, whereas-and this describes a real case-when a group of children kept
 referring to a physically disabled, somewhat daft man as UmmdFuuft'waa, a
 sense of ridicule was intended.
 4. Double hypocoristics. In a certain number of cases, as one might have
 noticed from examples included earlier, hypocoristics are built on names that
 are themselves already HC forms. The tone pattern of the doubly marked
 forms is determined by the last added, outside formative. Similarly, the mean-
 ing of the output HC form overrides the meaning and usage of the HC form on
 which it is based. There are three groups of such forms.
 The first group, given in (9) below, is a form of double hypocoristic with
 final reduplication. In this group there are two examples of HC forms of type E
 (which employ the suffix -(a)le) that undergo suffixal reduplication (type A).
 Note that the doubly-marked type A forms are tonally regular even though the
 type E forms have unpredictable tone.
 (9) Double hypocoristics with final reduplication
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT-1 HC VARIANT-2
 Iya f Iyaale f Iyaaleele f
 Ubaa m Jbaale m Ubaaleele m
 The second group is a form of double hypocoristic with final -uwaa. In the
 four examples, given in (lo) below, the suffix -u~waa (type G) is added to type A
 reduplicative HC forms.
 (lo) Double hypocoristics with final -uwaa
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT-1 HC VARIANT-2
 Audi m Audoodo m Audoodiwaa m
 Bintui f Bintuutu f Bintuutiuwaa f
 Kuliu f Kuliuulu f Kuliiuluwa f
 Jmmaii m tJmma~uuiu m immiiuuifiwaa m
 The third group is a form of double hypocoristic with final -iya(a). In the
 three examples, given in (11) below, HC forms of type E with the suffix -(a)le
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 add a suffix -iya(a), which qualifies as a subvariant of the type G -uswaa suffix.
 This formation is unusual in that the -iy&(a) suffix never produces hypocoris-
 tics on its own, but only does so in these doubly-marked forms. The distinction
 in final vowel length between the masculine and feminine examples is
 inexplicable.'0 The name Aliiliy& seems to be a blend of sorts in that it takes
 its tone from the intermediate HC form, but its vowel quality from the underly-
 ing name. In terms of meaning and usage, these forms are very similar to the
 -~waa forms, but express an even greater lullaby-like, soothing quality.
 (11) Double hypocoristics with final -iya(a)
 REGULAR NAME HC VARIANT-1 HC VARIANT-2
 Mhli m Aleele m Aliiliya m
 baa m U-baale m baaliya m
 Uwa f Uwaale f Uwaaliyaa f
 5. Conclusion. In this paper we have provided a general description of
 hypocoristic personal names in Hausa. We have distinguished seven different
 types of hypocoristics. We have shown how they are formed and have outlined
 what they express and by whom they tend to be used. In describing the form,
 we have particularly noted whether the HC affix carried an overall tone melo-
 dy (i.e., was tone-integrating) or whether the tone of the derived form took into
 account the tone of the basic name. Finally, we documented double hypocoris-
 tics, i.e., names in which an HC formative was added to a name that was al-
 ready HC in form.
 This is the first study we are aware of that describes hypocoristic names in
 an African language. We hope that it will provide valuable data for scholars
 interested in general problems of onomastics, prosodic morphology, tonology,
 and expressive language, and that it will stimulate future work on this topic in
 the field of African linguistics.
 Appendix: List of Hausa Names with Corresponding Hypocoristic Variants
 NAME MEANING HYPOCORISTIC FORMS  Aa'i f Proper name Aa'iloo f  Aamadiu m Proper name Aamhduudu m  Alhaji m Nickname < pilgrim Alhajiiji m  Ali m Proper name Aleele m, Alilli m, Aliiliy mrn  Abbh m Nickname, boy named after grandfather Abbaatii m, Abbiale m  Audir m Short for any name beginning with Abdu Auduudu m, Audoodo m, Audoodiiwaa m  Baawii m Nickname, i.e., slave of God Baawale m  Baaba m Nickname, boy named after grandfather Biabale m, Bhabiindi m, Baabaatii m  Balaa m Nickname, boy born on Wednesday Bhleele m  Baffh m Nickname, boy named after great-uncle Baffaale m  Bellb m Nickname for Muhammad Belloolo m  Binti f Nickname for Fatima Bintaloo f  Bintx f Nickname for Fatima Bintuutu f, Bintiiwaa f Bintuutiiwaa f  Duudii f Nickname for Kande Duudiiwaa f  Gambo m/f Child born after twins Gambale m  Gaiba m Nickname for Abubakar Giabaatii m  Habiiba f Proper name Habiibaloo f  Hadiizatii f Proper name Hidiizatiiwaa f  Hannati f Proper name Hinnatiiwaa f Hansatii f Proper name Hunsatiiwaa f  Hajiyaa f Nickname < pilgrim Hajiyalle f  Indoo f Nickname for A'ishatu indoodo f  Iili m Short for Isma'ila Iileele m  Inuu m Short for Inuwa Inuunu m  Iya f Nickname, girl named after grandmother Iyiale f, Iyiialeele f  Jummai f Nickname, girl born on Friday Jummaloo f, Jummalaa f  Kaawiu/Kaawu m Nickname, boy named after great-uncle Kiawulle m  Kaaka m/f Nickname, boy named after great-grandfather Khakale m, Kaakandi m
 Khbii m Nickname for Muhammad Kabiiiiwaa m, Kabille m  Kande f Nickname, girl born after two or more boys Kandalaa f  Kuliu f Nickname for Hauwa Kuliiulu f, Kuliuwaa f,Kuliiuluwa f  Kyallu f Nickname Kyilluwa f  Laadi f Nickname, girl born on Sunday Laadiidi f  Lawan m Nickname for Muhammad Lawandi m  Maatii m Nickname, boy born after two or more girls Maatiiti m  Mammadui m Variant of Muhammad Mammadoo m, Mammadaa m  Mamman m Variant of Muhammad Mammaloo m  Miidde m Short for Muddafa (= Mustapha) Miuddeede m  Saale m Short for Salihu Sialeele m  Sa'aadatiu f Proper name Sa'aadatiiwaa f  Sandh m Nickname for Umaru Sandaloo m  Shatiu f Short for A'ishatu Shatiiwaa f  Thlaatiu f Nickname, girl born on Tuesday Talaatiuwaa f  Tatii f Short for Talatu Tatiuwaa f  Jbaa m Nickname, boy named after grandfather Ubaale m, Ubhaleele m, Ubaaliya m  Omma-ii m Proper name Ummhruufu m, Ummhruufuwaa m  Umma f Nickname, girl named after grandmother Ummaatii f, Ummakhtii f, Ummhkhtiiti f  Uwa f Nickname, girl named after grandmother Uwaale f, Uwaaliyha f  Yaa'iu m Short for Armaya'u Yaa'ulle m  Yaarb m Nickname, boy with small physique Yaarooro m  Yalwa m/f Nickname, child born in times of prosperity Yalwaatii f
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 Notes
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 Dr. Ismail Junaidu for comments and constructive criticism.
 1. Allowing for possible oversights on our part, the only study we can cite that
 explicitly deals with hypocoristics in a sub-Saharan language is the paper by Noye
 (1980), which is not concerned with personal names.
 2. Key to transcription: Long vowels are indicated by double letters. L(ow) tone is
 marked &(a), F(alling) tone is marked d(a), and H(igh) tone is unmarked. The symbol i
 represents the tap/roll, which contrasts in Hausa with the unmarked flap r.
 3. Ruke-Draviia (1977:239), for example, reports that in Latvian, in order to
 express the personal feelings of the speaker toward the addressee or the subject matter
 that is referred to, certain hypocoristic/diminutive suffixes can be added to almost all
 words: nouns, adjectives, and even verbs.
 4. One can think here of Jimmy (= James Earl) Carter, who carried his HC name
 all the way to the presidency of the United States.
 5. Dr. Ismail Junaidu, a native Hausa speaker of the Katsina dialect, which differs
 somewhat from Standard Hausa, pronounced HC forms with a high front vowel with
 long -ii; he pronounced names with other final vowels with the expected short vowel,
 e.g., Ldadiidii, but Shaleele.
 6. The reduplicative -VCV functions as a "tone-integrating" affix (Newman 1986),
 i.e., one in which the suffix carries a tone melody that overrides underlying lexical tone.
 7. The affective value of this suffix perhaps has an etymological explanation. Al-
 though there is no suffix -tii in Arabic with a similar function, the word Ummaatii 'my
 mother' could have been derived from Arabic umma (containing a surface [t] in nonfinal
 position) plus the possessive pronoun -y, with the meaning 'my mother'. As the term
 ummaatii continued to be used in Hausa, the final -tii came to be misinterpreted as an
 endearment suffix. As such, it was extended to other names, resulting in HC derivatives
 like Y&lwaatii (< Ytlwa) and even masculine names such as Gcibaatii (< GaFba).
 8. Interestingly, Dr. Junaidu, from Katsina, allowed Abbale (with all-H tone) as an
 alternative to Abb&ale.
 9. Actually, the u in its feminine usage has copy tone, rather than L tone, and
 viewed historically, the situation is much more complicated than outlined here (see
 Newman 1979); but the treatment of -uiwaa as a suffix with fixed LH tone is accurate
 enough for present purposes.
 io. In Katsina, all of these forms have a long final vowel.
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